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1 Introduction 
This document specifies the GlobalPlatform Application Programmer's Interface (API) as implemented on 
the MULTOS™ Runtime Environment. 

1.1 Audience 
This specification is intended primarily for card manufacturers and application developers developing 
GlobalPlatform card implementations utilizing the MULTOS™ Runtime Environment. 

 

1.2 Normative References 
Standard / Specification Description Reference 
GlobalPlatform Card v2.2 GlobalPlatform Card Specification Version 2.2 March 2006 [0] 

MAO-DOC-REF-009 MULTOS Guide to Generating Application Load Units, version 
2.51 

[1] 

MULTOS™ Go to the following website for MULTOS™ documentation: 
http://www.multos.com 

[2] 

ISO/IEC 9899:1999 Programming languages – C [3] 

Table 1-1: Normative References 

 

1.3 Terminology and Definitions 
Table 1-2 defines the expressions used within this Specification that use an upper case first letter in each 
word of the expression. Expressions within this document that use a lower case first letter in each word 
take the common sense meaning. (Tagged data elements are also given an upper case first letter in each 
word of their names.) 

 

Term Definition 

Application Instance of an Executable Module after it has been installed and 
made selectable 

Application Protocol Data 
Unit (APDU) 

Standard communication messaging protocol between a card 
accepting device and a smart card 

Application Session 

The link between the Application and the external world on a logical 
channel starting with the selection of the Application and ending 
when another Application selection occurs on the logical channel, 
the logical channel is closed or the Card Session terminates 
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Term Definition 

Asymmetric Cryptography 

A cryptographic technique that uses two related transformations, a 
public transformation (defined by the Public Key component) and a 
private transformation (defined by the Private Key component); 
these two key components have a property so that it is 
computationally infeasible to discover the Private Key, even if given 
the Public Key 

Basic Logical Channel The permanently available interface between the card and an 
external entity. The Basic Logical Channel is numbered zero 

Card Content 
Code and Application information (but not Application data) 
contained in the card that is under the responsibility of the OPEN 
e.g. Executable Load Files, Application instances, etc 

Card Issuer Entity that owns the card and is ultimately responsible for the 
behavior of the card  

Card Manager 
Generic term for the card management entities of a GlobalPlatform 
card i.e. the OPEN, Issuer Security Domain and a Cardholder 
Verification Method services provider 

Card Session 

The link between the card and the external world starting at card 
reset (contact cards), activation (contactless cards) or power on of 
the card and ending with a subsequent reset (contact cards), 
deactivation (contactless cards) or power off of the card 

Cardholder The end user of a card 
Cardholder Verification 
Method (CVM) 

A method to ensure that the person presenting the card is the 
person to whom the card was issued 

Certificate 

In this Specification, a Certificate refers to a key certificate: the 
public key and identity of an entity together with some other 
information, rendered unforgeable by signing with the private key of 
the certification authority which issued that Certificate. 

Controlling Authority A Controlling Authority has the privilege to keep the control over the 
Card Content through the mandating of DAP Verification 

Current Security Level A level of security that is to be applied to the current command-
response pair in a Secure Channel Protocol using secure 
messaging. It is set for an individual command (APDU pair): the 
current incoming command APDU and the next response. 

DAP Block Part of the Load File used for ensuring Load File Data Block 
verification 

DAP Verification A mechanism used by a Security Domain to verify that a Load File 
Data Block is authentic 

Delegated Management Pre-authorized Card Content changes performed by an approved 
Application Provider 

Digital Signature 

A cryptographic transformation of data that allows the recipient of 
the data to prove the origin and integrity of the data; it protects the 
sender and the recipient of the data against forgery by third parties; 
it also protects the sender against forgery by the recipient 
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Term Definition 

Executable Load File 

Actual on-card container of one or more application's executable 
code (Executable Modules). It may reside in Immutable Persistent 
Memory or may be created in Mutable Persistent Memory as the 
resulting image of a Load File Data Block 

Executable Module Contains the on-card executable code of a single application 
present within an Executable Load File 

GlobalPlatform Registry A container of information related to Card Content management 

Host 

A logical term used to represent the back end systems that support 
the GlobalPlatform system; hosts perform functions such as 
authorization and authentication, administration, Post-Issuance 
application code and data downloading, and transactional 
processing 

Immutable Persistent 
Memory Memory that can only be read 

Issuer Security Domain 
The primary on-card entity providing support for the control, 
security, and communication requirements of the card administrator 
(typically the Card Issuer) 

Life Cycle  
The existence of Card Content on a GlobalPlatform card and the 
various stages of this existence where applicable; or the stages in 
the life of the card itself 

Life Cycle State A specific state within the Life Cycle of the card or of Card Content 

Load File A file transferred to a GlobalPlatform card that contains a Load File 
Data Block and possibly one or more DAP Blocks  

Load File Data Block 
Part of the Load File that contains one or more application(s) or 
libraries and support information for the application(s) as required 
by the specific platform 

Load File Data Block Hash A value providing integrity for the Load File Data Block 
Load File Data Block 
Signature 

A value encompassing the Load File Data Block Hash and 
providing both integrity and authenticity of the Load File Data Block 

Message Authentication 
Code (MAC) 

A symmetric cryptographic transformation of data that provides data 
origin authentication and data integrity 

Mutable Persistent Memory Memory that can be modified 

OPEN The central on-card administrator that owns the GlobalPlatform 
Registry 

Post-Issuance  Phase following the card being issued to the Cardholder 
Pre-Issuance  Phase prior to the card being issued to the Cardholder 
Private Key The private component of the asymmetric key pair 
Public Key The public component of the asymmetric key pair 

Receipt 
An cryptographic value provided by the card (if so required by the 
Card Issuer) as proof that a Delegated Management operation has 
occurred  

Retry Counter A counter, used in conjunction with the Retry Limit, to determine 
when attempts to present a CVM value shall be prohibited  
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Term Definition 

Retry Limit 
The maximum number of times an invalid CVM value can be 
presented prior to the CVM prohibiting further attempts to present a 
CVM value 

Runtime Environment 
Functionality on a card which provides a secure environment for 
multiple applications to operate. Its role is complementary to that of 
the GlobalPlatform Card Manager 

Secure Channel A communication mechanism between an off-card entity and a card 
that provides a level of assurance, to one or both entities 

Secure Channel Protocol A secure communication protocol and set of security services 

Secure Channel Session 
A session, during an Application Session, starting with the Secure 
Channel initiation and ending with a Secure Channel termination or 
termination of either the Application Session or Card Session 

Security Domain 
On-card entity providing support for the control, security, and 
communication requirements of an off-card entity (e.g. the Card 
Issuer, an Application Provider or a Controlling Authority) 

Session Security Level A mandatory minimum level of security to be applied to protected 
commands in a Secure Channel Protocol using secure messaging. 
It is established during the initialization of the Secure Channel 
Session, either explicitly or implicitly. 

Supplementary Logical 
Channel 

Up to 19 additional interfaces (other than the permanently available 
Basic Logical Channel) between the card and an external entity. 
Each Supplementary Logical Channel is numbered from 1 up to 19 

Supplementary Security 
Domain A Security Domain other than the Issuer Security Domain 

Symmetric Cryptography A cryptographic technique that uses the same secret key for both 
the originator’s and the recipient’s transformation 

Token A cryptographic value provided by a Card Issuer as proof that a 
Delegated Management operation has been authorized 

Table 1-2: Terminology and Definitions 

1.4 Abbreviations and Notations 
Abbreviation Meaning 
AES Advanced Encryption Standard 
AID Application Identifier 
APDU Application Protocol Data Unit 
API Application Programming Interface 
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
ATR Answer-to-Reset 
BCD Binary Coded Decimal 
CBC Cipher Block Chaining  
CLA Class byte of the command message 
CRT Chinese Remainder Theorem 
CVM Cardholder Verification Method 
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Abbreviation Meaning 
DAP Data Authentication Pattern 
DES Data Encryption Standard 
ECB Electronic Code Book  
HEX Hexadecimal 
HMAC Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code 
INS Instruction byte of the command message 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
Lc Exact length of data in a case 3 or case 4 command 
MAC Message Authentication Code 

MEL MULTOS Executable Language. The instruction set of the MULTOS™ runtime 
environment 

PIN Personal Identification Number 
RSA Rivest / Shamir / Adleman asymmetric algorithm 
SW Status Word 

'xx' Hexadecimal values are expressed as hexadecimal digits between single quotation 
marks 

'X' A value in a cell of a table whose purpose is described in the 'meaning' column of the 
table 

'-' A value (0 or 1) in a cell of a table that does not affect the 'meaning' given for that row 
of the table 

Table 1-3: Abbreviations and Notations 

 

1.5 Revision History 

1.5.1 Initial Release 
With the publication of GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2.1, GlobalPlatform API specifications are 
now published in separate, individual documents, independent of the main Card Specification document.  
This Initial Release of the GlobalPlatform on MULTOS™ document contains the content previously 
published as Annex A.2 of GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2 except for the following adjustments. 

Sections 1.3 and 1.4 of this document have been adjusted to contain terms, definitions and abbreviations 
for concepts used within this document.  
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2 GlobalPlatform on MULTOS™ 

2.1 Glossary of Terms 
Term Definition 
AAM Application Abstract Machine, another term for runtime 

environment. The AAM is the virtual machine that executes MEL 
applications. 

Application Load Certificate A digital certificate that provides card issuers with the authority to 
load an Application onto a MULTOS smart card. 

Public The name of a memory segment provided by the MULTOS AAM to 
MEL Applications. Public is visible to all Applications on a MULTOS 
smart card. On receiving a command MULTOS places the 
command APDU in Public prior to invoking an Application; 
Applications place their response APDU in Public for transmission 
by MULTOS. 
The bottom of Public is pointed to by the address register Public 
Base, normally abbreviated to PB; the top of Public is pointed to by 
the address register Public Top, normally abbreviated to PT. The 
byte at the bottom of Public has the tagged address PB[0]; the byte 
at the top of Public has the tagged address PT[-1]. The top 
seventeen bytes of Public (i.e. the addresses PT[-17] … PT[-1]) are 
reserved for storing the command APDU header, response status 
bytes and other information related to APDU exchange. 

Segment address The sixteen-bit virtual address assigned to an item of data by the 
MULTOS AAM (q.v. tagged address). 

Tagged address The address of an item of data when represented using the syntax 
Address register[Offset from address register] (q.v. segment 
address). 

Table 2-1: Glossary of Terms 

 

2.2 GlobalPlatform Specific Requirements 

2.2.1 Environment 
A GlobalPlatform on MULTOS smart card contains a minimum of two applications: 

• A “Command Dispatcher” application. This application provides the command dispatch services 
specified in section 6.3 of GlobalPlatform Card Specifification 2.2.1 (GP22) [0]. This application 
has the AID 'A000000144475031'; 

• A “Card Manager Services Provider” application. This application provides the Card Manager 
services specified in section 6.2 of GP22 [0]. This application has the AID 'A000000144475032'. 
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These two applications provide MEL Applications loaded by card issuers with a GlobalPlatform runtime 
environment. 

 

2.2.1.1 Application Life Cycle States 

When an Application is loaded onto a GlobalPlatform for MULTOS smart card its initial Life Cycle State is 
SELECTABLE. This reflects the fact that a MEL Application is able to receive commands from off-card 
entities as soon as it has been loaded onto a card. 

When a Security Domain is loaded onto a GlobalPlatform for MULTOS smart card its initial Life Cycle 
State is SELECTABLE. 

2.2.1.2 Privileges 

When an Application is loaded onto a GlobalPlatform for MULTOS smart card it does not have any 
privileges.  Once an Application has been loaded its privileges can be changed using the INSTALL [for 
registry update] command. 

2.2.1.3 Registration 

An Application should register itself with the Card Manager. This registration is performed using the 
registerApplication() function. 

2.2.2 Accessing Card Manager Services 

2.2.2.1 Introduction 

This section describes the mechanism used by MEL Applications to access Card Manager services. 

The description assumes the existence of a generic Card Manager service S having N input parameters p1 
… pN and returning a value r. The interface to this service can be described using the following C 
programming language syntax: 
tr S (tp1 p1, tp2 p2, …, tpN-1 pN-1, tpN pN); 

Parameters: 

p1 – A parameter of type tp1. The size of this parameter is sp1 bytes. 

p2 – A parameter of type tp2. The size of this parameter is sp2 bytes. 

. 

. 

. 

pN-1 - A parameter of type tpN-1. The size of this parameter is spN-1 bytes. 

pN - A parameter of type tpN. The size of this parameter is spN bytes. 

Returns: 

A value of type tr. The size of this value is sr bytes. If the type represented by tr is void then sr is zero. 
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2.2.2.2 The “Card Manager services interface buffer” 

A MEL Application must be able to exchange data with the Card Manager when requesting a service. 
Therefore, an area of the MULTOS Public memory segment is reserved in order to allow: 

• A MEL Application requesting Card Manager services to specify both the requested service and 
the value of any associated parameters; 

• The Card Manager to return the SCode status condition for the requested service and any return 
value. 

Figure 2-1: Public and the "Card Manager services interface buffer" illustrates the relationship of this 
reserved area of Public, the “Card Manager services interface buffer”, to the rest of Public. 

APDU command header, Lc field, Le
field, response status and other fields
related to APDU exchange

PT [ 0 ]

17 bytes

PT [ -17 ]

PB [ Lc ]

Lc bytes

PB [ 0 ]

APDU command data

Card Manager services
interface buffer

 

Figure 2-1: Public and the "Card Manager services interface buffer" 

When a MEL Application requests a Card Manager service the “Card Manager services interface buffer” 
is structured according to the following table. 

 

Name Description Address Source Size 
(bytes) 

Service The Card Manager 
service requested by 
the Application. 

PT[-19] Application 2 
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Name Description Address Source Size 
(bytes) 

SCode The status condition 
reported by the Card 
Manager as a result 
of its attempt to 
provide the service 
requested by the 
Application. 

PT[-21] Card 
Manager 

2 

pN The value of the Nth 
parameter 
associated with the 
service. 

PT[-21 - spN] Application spN 

pN-1 The value of the N-
1th parameter 
associated with the 
service. 

PT[-21 - spN - spN-1] Application spN-1 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
p2 The value of the 

second parameter 
associated with the 
service. 

PT[-21 - spN - spN-1 - … - sp2] Application Sp2 

p1 The value of the first 
parameter 
associated with the 
service. 

PT[-21 - spN - spN-1 - … - sp2 - sp1] Application Sp1 

r The return value for 
the service. 

PT[-21 - sr] Card 
Manager 

Sr 

Table 2-2: Structure of the "Card Manager services interface buffer" 

 

The field Service in the “Card Manager services interface buffer” identifies the Card Manager service 
requested by the MEL Application. The Card Manager services are exposed to an Application via the 
interfaces described in section 2.2.3. The mapping of these interfaces to values of Service is shown in the 
following table. 

 

Card Manager Service Service 
Module Function 

Secure Channel 

decryptData() '0101' 
encryptData() '0102' 
getSecurityLevel() '0103' 
processSecurity() '0104' 
resetSecurity() '0105' 
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Card Manager Service Service 
Module Function 

unwrap() '0106' 
wrap() '0107' 
setSecurityLevel() '0108' 

GPSystem 

getCardContentState() '0201' 
getCardState() '0202' 
getCVM() '0203' 
lockCard() '0204' 
registerApplication() '0205' 
setATRHistBytes() '0206' 
setCardContentState() '0207' 
terminateCard() '0208' 
getRegistryEntry() '0209' 
getService() '020A' 

CVM 

blockState() '0301' 
getTriesRemaining() '0302' 
isActive() '0303' 
isBlocked() '0304' 
isSubmitted() '0305' 
isVerified() '0306' 
resetState() '0307' 
resetAndUnblockState() '0308' 
setTryLimit() '0309' 
update() '030A' 
verify() '030B' 

GPRegistryEntry 

deregisterService() '0401' 
getAID() '0402' 
getPrivileges() '0403' 
getState() '0404' 
isAssociated() '0405' 
isPrivileged() '0406' 
registerService() '0407' 
setState() '0408' 

GlobalService getServiceInterface() '0501' 

Table 2-3: Encoding of Service 

2.2.2.3 Requesting Card Manager services 

In order for a MEL Application to request a Card Manager service the Application must: 

• Populate the “Card Manager services interface buffer” with arguments that identify the requested 
Card Manager service and the value of any associated parameters p1 … pN; 

• Invoke the MULTOS Delegate primitive, specifying the AID of the “Card Manager Services 
Provider” application as the identifier of the delegate application; 
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• Where necessary, examine the value SCode returned in the “Card Manager services interface 
buffer”; 

• Where appropriate, examine the value r returned in the “Card Manager services interface buffer”. 

2.2.3 API 

2.2.3.1 Programming Language 

The API to the Card Manager services is specified using the syntax of the programming language C as 
defined by [3]; the API is presented as a set of C function prototype declarators. 

Within this API: 

• The elements bool, false and true are assumed to have the definitions specified in the 
<stdbool.h> header; 

• The element NULL is assumed to have the definition specified in the <stddef.h> header. 

2.2.3.2 Header file 

The function prototype declarators specified in this chapter shall be declared in a header 
globalplatform.h. 

2.2.3.3 Representation of Types 

The API makes some assumptions regarding the representation of types. These assumptions are stated 
in the following table. 

 

Type, T sizeof (T) Other Assumptions 
bool 1 – 
unsigned short int 2 – 
AID 

– 

Objects of this type do not 
contain any padding, either 
within or at the end of the 
object 

*AID 
2 

The type “pointer to AID” 
represents a MULTOS AAM 
segment address. 

CVM_HANDLE 

– 

Objects of this type do not 
contain any padding, either 
within or at the end of the 
object 

*CVM_HANDLE 

2 

The type “pointer to 
CVM_HANDLE” represents a 
MULTOS AAM segment 
address. 

Table 2-4: Types 
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2.2.3.4 Location of APDUs 

The API assumes that command and response APDUs reside in the MULTOS Public memory segment. 
This memory segment may be regarded as being defined as: 

static unsigned char ucaPublic[PUBLICSIZE]; 

where: 

• The element PUBLICSIZE represents the size in bytes of the MULTOS Public memory segment 
for a particular MULTOS implementation; 

• The expression &ucaPublic[0] has the value of the MULTOS AAM segment address 
corresponding to the tagged address PB[0]. 

2.2.3.5 Module Summary 

The following modules implement the individual functions: 

• Status 

• SecureChannel 

• GPSystem 

• CVM 

• GPRegistryEntry 

• GlobalService 

2.2.3.5.1 Status 

This module defines an interface to allow an Application to interrogate the status condition of the most 
recent API function invocation. 

 

SCode 

Function Summary 

unsigned short int SCode(void); 

This function returns the status condition of the API function most recently invoked by the Application. 
SetSCode 

void SetSCode(unsigned short int usStatusCode); 

This function may be used by an Application or API function to set the status condition returned by a 
subsequent invocation of the SCode() function. 

 

ISO7816 

Enumeration Detail 

enum ISO7816 { 

SW_CLA_NOT_SUPPORTED = 0x6E00, 

SW_COMMAND_NOT_ALLOWED = 0x6986, 
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SW_CONDITIONS_NOT_SATISFIED = 0x6985, 

SW_CORRECT_LENGTH_00 = 0x6C00, 

SW_DATA_INVALID = 0x6984, 

SW_FILE_FULL = 0x6A84, 

SW_FILE_INVALID = 0x6983, 

SW_FILE_NOT_FOUND = 0x6A82, 

SW_FUNC_NOT_SUPPORTED = 0x6A81, 

SW_INCORRECT_P1P2 = 0x6A86, 

SW_INS_NOT_SUPPORTED = 0x6D00, 

SW_LOGICAL_CHANNEL_NOT_SUPPORTED = 0x6881, 

SW_NO_ERROR = 0x9000, 

SW_RECORD_NOT_FOUND = 0x6A83, 

SW_SECURE_MESSAGING_NOT_SUPPORTED = 0x6882, 

SW_SECURITY_STATUS_NOT_SATISFIED = 0x6982, 

SW_UNKNOWN = 0x6F00, 

SW_WARNING_STATE_UNCHANGED = 0x6200, 

SW_WRONG_DATA = 0x6A80, 

SW_WRONG_LENGTH = 0x6700, 

SW_WRONG_P1P2 = 0x6B00 

}; 

This enumeration defines enumeration constants used to represent ISO/IEC 7816 response status values 
defined in this specification. 

 

SCode 

Function Detail 

unsigned short int SCode(void); 

This function returns the status condition of the API function most recently invoked by the Application. 

Notes: 

• An invocation of this function does not affect the status condition returned by subsequent 
invocations of this function; 

• The status condition returned by this function may have the same value as an enumeration 
constant of the enumeration ISO7816. 

Returns: 

If the Application has not invoked an API function since it was selected then SW_NO_ERROR 
otherwise the status condition of the API function most recently invoked by the Application. 

SetSCode 

void SetSCode(unsigned short int usStatusCode); 
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This function may be used by an Application or API function to set the status condition returned by a 
subsequent invocation of the SCode() function. 

Parameter: 

usStatusCode – Status condition. 

2.2.3.5.2 SecureChannel 

This module defines an interface to be used by an Application that may want to delegate the handling of 
entity authentication and APDU security to its associated Security Domain. This interface is designed to 
offer interoperability to the Application in that it requires no knowledge of the mechanisms used to 
perform the authentication or of the scheme used for APDU security and shall allow an Application to 
interface correctly with a Security Domain immaterial of the mechanisms or schemes used. 

If the card supports logical channels, it is the responsibility of the Security Domain to correctly manage 
the logical channel information when processing the APDU. 

 

#define ANY_AUTHENTICATED 0x40 

Constant Summary 

The off-card entity has been authenticated but not as the provider of this Application. 
#define AUTHENTICATED 0x80 

The off-card entity has been authenticated as the provider of this Application. 
#define C_DECRYPTION 0x02 

The unwrap() function will decrypt incoming command data. 

#define C_MAC 0x01 

The unwrap() function will verify the MAC on an incoming command. 

#define NO_SECURITY_LEVEL 0x00 

Entity Authentication has not occurred. 
#define R_ENCRYPTION 0x20 

The wrap() function will encrypt the outgoing response data. 

#define R_MAC 0x10 

The wrap() function will generate a MAC for outgoing response data. 

 

unsigned short int decryptData(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short 
int usLength); 

Function Summary 

This function is used to decrypt data located in the MULTOS Public memory segment. 
unsigned short int encryptData(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short 
int usLength); 

This function is used to encrypt data located in the MULTOS Public memory segment. 

unsigned char getSecurityLevel(void); 
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This function is used to determine whether the Security Domain has performed authentication and to 
determine what level of security will be applied by the wrap() and unwrap() functions. 

unsigned short int processSecurity(void); 

Processes security related APDU commands. 
void resetSecurity(void); 

This function is used to reset information relating to the current Secure Channel Session. 
void setSecurityLevel(unsigned char ucSecurityLevel); 

This function is used to set the level of security to be applied by the wrap() and unwrap() functions for 
the next command - response pair. 
unsigned short int unwrap(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short int 
usLength); 

This function is used to process and verify the secure messaging of an incoming command according to 
the security level. 
unsigned short int wrap(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short int 
usLength); 

This function is used to apply additional security processing to outgoing response data and status bytes 
according to the security level. 

 

ANY_AUTHENTICATED 

Constant Detail 

#define ANY_AUTHENTICATED 0x40 

Note: 

• Entity authentication and the level of security that will be applied by the wrap() and unwrap() 
functions are not necessarily related. A Security Domain, by default, could verify the MAC on any 
command passed as a parameter in the unwrap() function without entity authentication 
previously having occurred. 

AUTHENTICATED 

#define AUTHENTICATED 0x80 

The off-card entity has been authenticated as the provider of this Application. 

Note: 

• Entity authentication and the level of security that will be applied by the wrap() and unwrap() 
functions are not necessarily related. A Security Domain, by default, could verify the MAC on any 
command passed as a parameter in the unwrap() function without entity authentication 
previously having occurred. 

C_DECRYPTION 

#define C_DECRYPTION 0x02 

The unwrap() function will decrypt incoming command data. 

Note: 
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• Command data decryption could be indicated along with entity authentication and one or more 
levels of security. 

C_MAC 

#define C_MAC 0x01 

The unwrap() function will verify the MAC on an incoming command. 

Note: 

• MAC verification could be indicated along with entity authentication and one or more levels of 
security e.g. a value of '03' indicates that while entity authentication has not occurred, the 
unwrap() function will decrypt the command data of incoming commands and verify the MAC on 
incoming commands. 

R_ENCRYPTION 

#define R_ENCRYPTION 0x20 

The wrap() function will encrypt the outgoing response data. 

Note: 

Response data encryption could be indicated along with entity authentication and one or more levels of 
security. 
R_MAC 

#define R_MAC 0x10 

The wrap() function will generate a MAC for the outgoing response data. 

Note: 

• MAC generation could be indicated along with entity authentication and one or more levels of 
security e.g. a value of '91' indicates that entity authentication has occurred and that the 
unwrap() function will verify the MAC on incoming commands and that the wrap() function will 
generate a MAC on outgoing response data. 

NO_SECURITY_LEVEL 

#define NO_SECURITY_LEVEL 0x00 

Entity authentication has not occurred. 

Notes: 

• This indicates that no Secure Channel Session is active, or that a security error has occurred 
during the current Secure Channel Session, or that the previous Secure Channel Session was 
aborted during the same Application Session); 

• Entity authentication and the level of security that will be applied by the wrap and unwrap 
functions are not necessarily related. A Security Domain, by default, could verify the MAC on any 
command passed as a parameter in the unwrap() function without entity authentication 
previously having occurred; 

• The wrap() and unwrap() functions will not apply any cryptographic processing to command or 
response data. 

 

Function Detail 
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processSecurity 

unsigned short int processSecurity(void); 

This function processes security related APDU commands. 

This function is used by an Application to process APDU commands that possibly relate to the security 
mechanism used by the Security Domain. As the intention is to allow an Application to be associated with 
a Security Domain without having any knowledge of the security mechanisms used by the Security 
Domain, the Application assumes that APDU commands that it does not recognize are part of the security 
mechanism and will be recognized by the Security Domain. The Application can either invoke this 
function prior to determining if it recognizes the command or only invoke this function for commands it 
does not recognize. 

The function sets the compulsory Session Security Level that is established at Secure Channel initiation 
and which is required for the whole Secure Channel Session. On successful initialization of the Secure 
Channel Session, the Current Security Level is set to the same value as the compulsory Session Security 
Level. The Current Security Level is updated (R-MAC or not) on the successful processing of the BEGIN 
R-MAC SESSION / END R-MAC SESSION commands. 

Notes: 

• The processing performed by this function shall comply with the rules of the Secure Channel 
Protocol implemented by the Security Domain; 

• The function is responsible for receiving the data field of commands that are recognized; 

• The Application is responsible for recognizing commands that the function refused to process 
('6E00' and '6D00'); 

• The Application is responsible for outputting status  bytes returned due to the processing of 
instructions recognized by the function; 

• If response data is present, this data will be placed in the MULTOS Public memory segment at 
offset zero. The return code indicates the length and the Application is responsible for outputting 
this data. 

Returns: 

The number of bytes to be output. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes (other security mechanism related status codes may 
be returned): 

• SW_CLA_NOT_SUPPORTED if class byte is not recognized by the function; 

• SW_INS_NOT_SUPPORTED if instruction byte is not recognized by the function; 

• SW_NO_ERROR if the command was processed successfully by the function. 

 

wrap 

unsigned short int wrap(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short int 
usLength); 

This function applies secure messaging to the current outgoing response according to the Current 
Security Level and Session Security Level of the Secure Channel Session. 

Notes: 
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• The processing performed by this function shall comply with the rules of the Secure Channel 
Protocol implemented by the Security Domain; 

• This function attempts secure messaging processing of the current outgoing response when the 
Current Security Level indicates R_MAC and/or R_ENCRYPTION; 

• If the Current Security Level does not indicate R_MAC and/or R_ENCRYPTION, when complying 
with the Secure Channel Protocol rules, this function will do no processing and the outgoing 
response message will remain as is in the MULTOS Public memory segment. The returned 
length of the “wrapped” data is set to the value of the usLength parameter minus 2 (indicating 
the status words are no longer present at the end of the returned data); 

• The Application is responsible for appending the expected status words at the end of the 
response data in order for them to be protected by secure messaging; 

• The returned data does not include the status words; 

• The function fails if the secure messaging of the incoming command is not successfully verified or 
does not match the Current Security Level (as defined either as the compulsory Session Security 
Level set at initialization of the Secure Channel Session or as the Current Security Level set by 
the setSecurityLevel() function). If the function fails, the Current Security Level is reset to 
NO_SECURITY_LEVEL, but not the compulsory Session Security Level; 

• • This function does not fail if a Secure Channel Session is not open (that is, when Session 
Security Level = NO_SECURITY_LEVEL) or if the corresponding session keys are not available; 

• Normally the MULTOS Public memory segment address range PB[0]…PT[-17] is available for 
outgoing response data. However, for this function the address range is restricted to PB[0]…PT[-
23]. 

Parameters: 

usOffset - The offset within the MULTOS Public memory segment of the data to wrap. 

usLength - The length of the data to wrap. 

Returns: 

New length of wrapped data (i.e. the length of the response data field to be transmitted). 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following: 

• A security mechanism related status; 

• SW_NO_ERROR if the data was processed successfully by the wrap() function. 

 

unwrap 

unsigned short int unwrap(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short int 
usLength); 

This function is used to process and verify the secure messaging of an incoming command according to 
the Current Security Level and Session Security Level of the current Secure Channel Session. 

Notes: 

• The processing performed by this function shall comply with the rules of the Secure Channel 
Protocol implemented by the Security Domain; 
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• If NO_SECURITY_LEVEL, AUTHENTICATED or ANY_AUTHENTICATED only is indicated, this 
function will not attempt any secure messaging processing on the incoming command and the 
incoming command will remain as is within the MULTOS Public memory segment. The returned 
length of the “unwrapped” data is set to the value of the usLength parameter; 

• If the class byte does not indicate secure messaging (according to ISO/IEC 7816-4), this function 
will not attempt any secure messaging processing on the incoming command and the incoming 
command will remain as is within the MULTOS Public memory segment. When complying with 
the Secure Channel Protocol rules, the returned length of the “unwrapped” data is set to the value 
of the usLength parameter otherwise a security error is returned; 

• The Application is responsible for receiving the data field of the command; 

• Correct secure messaging processing of the unwrap() will result in the incoming command 
being reformatted within the MULTOS Public memory segment with all data relating to the secure 
messaging removed. A reformatted case 1 or case 2 command will include an Lc byte set to zero; 

• If R_MAC is indicated in the Current Security Level of the Secure Channel Session, once secure 
messaging processing of the incoming command has successfully completed, R-MAC 
computation on the reformatted command (i.e. after all the data relating to secure messaging has 
been removed) will be initiated. If no secure messaging processing was required for the incoming 
command, R-MAC computation will be initiated on the unmodified incoming command, appended 
with a Lc byte of zero in event of a case 1 or case 2 command; 

• Incorrect processing of the unwrap() will result in the information relating to the current Secure 
Channel being reset; 

• Normally the MULTOS Public memory segment address range PB[0]…PT[-17] is available for 
incoming command data. However, for this function the address range is restricted to PB[0]…PT[-
23]. 

Parameters: 

usOffset - The offset within the MULTOS Public memory segment of the data to unwrap. 

usLength - The length of the data to unwrap. 

Returns: 

The length of the unwrapped data i.e. the length of the command data. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes (other security mechanism related status codes may 
be returned): 

• SW_SECURITY_STATUS_NOT_SATISFIED if secure messaging verification failed; 

• SW_CLA_NOT_SUPPORTED if class byte is not recognized by the function; 

• SW_NO_ERROR if the command was processed successfully by the function. 

 

decryptData 

unsigned short int decryptData(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short 
int usLength); 

This function is used to decrypt data located in the MULTOS Public memory segment. 

Notes: 
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• The processing performed by this function shall comply with the rules of the Secure Channel 
Protocol implemented by the Security Domain; 

• The Security Domain implicitly knows the key used for decryption; 

• The Security Domain is implicitly aware of any padding that may be present in the decrypted data 
according to the Secure Channel Protocol and the eventual padding is discarded; 

• The clear text data replaces the encrypted data within the MULTOS Public memory segment; 

• The Application is responsible for checking the integrity of the decrypted data; 

• No part of either the encrypted data or the decrypted data should reside outside the MULTOS 
Public memory segment address range PB[0]… PT[-23]. 

Parameters: 

usOffset - Offset within the MULTOS Public memory segment to start the decryption. 

usLength - The number of bytes to decrypt. 

Returns: 

The length of the clear text data. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes: 

• SW_SECURITY_STATUS_NOT_SATISFIED if a Secure Channel Session has not been 
opened; 

• SW_WRONG_LENGTH if the length of data to be decrypted is not valid; 

• SW_NO_ERROR if the encrypted data was processed successfully by the decryptData() 
function. 

 

encryptData 

unsigned short int encryptData(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned short 
int usLength); 

This function is used to encrypt data located in the MULTOS Public memory segment. 

Notes: 

• The processing performed by this function shall comply with the rules of the Secure Channel 
Protocol implemented by the Security Domain; 

• The Security Domain is implicitly aware of any padding that must be applied to the clear text data 
prior to encryption according to the Secure Channel Protocol; 

• The Security Domain implicitly knows the key used for encryption; 

• The encrypted data replaces the clear text data within the MULTOS Public memory segment; 

• No part of either the clear text data or the encrypted data should reside outside the MULTOS 
Public memory segment address range PB[0]… PT[-23]. 

Parameters: 

usOffset - Offset within the MULTOS Public memory segment to start the encryption. 
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usLength - The number of bytes to encrypt. 

Returns: 

The length of the encrypted data. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes: 

• SW_SECURITY_STATUS_NOT_SATISFIED if a Secure Channel Session has not been 
opened. 

• SW_NO_ERROR if the data was processed successfully by the encryptData() function. 

 

resetSecurity 

void resetSecurity(void); 

This function is used to reset all information relating to the current Secure Channel Session. It resets both 
the compulsory Session Security Level and the Current Security Level to NO_SECURITY_LEVEL, 
terminates the current Secure Channel Session and erases all session keys. 

Notes: 

• When an Application using the services of a Security Domain is de-selected the OPEN will invoke 
the resetSecurity() function on behalf of the Application; 

• The Security Domain will reset all information relating to the current Secure Channel Session i.e. 
all Secure Channel Session keys, state information and Security Level information will be erased; 

• This function shall not fail if no Secure Channel Session is open (i.e. Session Security Level = 
NO_SECURITY_LEVEL). 

 

setSecurityLevel 

void setSecurityLevel(unsigned char ucSecurityLevel); 

This function updates the Current Security Level for all subsequent invocations of the wrap() and 
unwrap() functions, except when a Secure Channel Session is not active or was aborted during the 
same Application session. Current Security Level is coded as a bit-map according to Table 10-1 of 
GP22[0]. The Current Security Level cannot be set below the compulsory Session Security Level, but 
only equal or above. The Current Security Level may be increased or decreased during a Secure 
Channel Session as long as it is at least equal to the compulsory Session Security Level. 

Notes: 

• The function fails if a Secure Channel Session is not open, if the corresponding session keys are 
not available or if the Current Security Level is equal to NO_SECURITY_LEVEL. 

Parameters: 

ucSecurityLevel - The Current Security Level to be set. 

SCode(): 

May return the following status code: 

• SW_CONDITIONS_OF_USE_NOT_SATISFIED 
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getSecurityLevel 

unsigned char getSecurityLevel(void); 

This function returns the Current Security Level coded as a bit-map according to section 10.6 of GP22[0] 
indicating whether entity authentication has occurred and what level of security is currently applicable to 
command and response messages processed by the wrap() and unwrap() functions. 

Notes: 

• Applications must invoke this function to ensure that Application specific security requirements 
have been previously met or will be enforced by the Security Domain; 

• More than one level of security may be active and these may change during a Secure Channel 
Session, e.g. an R_MAC session may be initiated during a C_MAC session. 

Returns: 

The Current Security Level. 

2.2.3.5.3 GPSystem 

The System module exposes a subset of the behavior of the OPEN to the outside world. The OPEN 
implements and enforces a Card Issuer's security policy relating to these services. This OPEN module 
provides functionality at the same level as the run-time environment i.e. the "system" context with special 
privileges.  

 

#define APPLICATION_INSTALLED 0x03 

Constant Summary 

The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of INSTALLED. 
#define APPLICATION_LOCKED 0x80 

The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of LOCKED. 
#define APPLICATION_UNLOCKED 0x7F 

The current Application is in its previous State. 
#define APPLICATION_SELECTABLE 0x07 

The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of SELECTABLE. 
#define CARD_OP_READY 0x01 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of OP_READY. 
#define CARD_INITIALIZED 0x07 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of INITIALIZED. 
#define CARD_LOCKED 0x7F 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of CARD_LOCKED. 
#define CARD_SECURED 0x0F 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of SECURED. 
#define CARD_TERMINATED 0xFF 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of TERMINATED. 
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#define CVM_GLOBAL_PIN 0x11 

Indicates that the CVM interface required is a global PIN. 
#define FAMILY_SECURE_CHANNEL 0x81 

Indicates the family of the Secure Channel Global Service Identifier. 
#define FAMILY_CVM 0x82 

Indicates the family of the CVM Global Service Identifier. 
#define FAMILY_USSM 0xA0 

Indicates the family of the USSM Global Service Identifier. 
#define GLOBAL_SERVICE_IDENTIFIER 0x80 

Indicates the generic Global Service Identifier. 
#define SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZED 0x0F 

The current Security Domain is in the Life Cycle State of PERSONALIZED. 

 

AID 

Type Summary 

typedef struct tagAID { 

unsigned char ApplicationIdentifierLength; 

char  ApplicationIdentifier[]; 

} AID; 

This type represents an ISO/IEC 7816-4 AID. 
CVM_HANDLE 

typedef struct tagCVM_HANDLE { 

unsigned char CVMIdentifierLength; 

char  CVMIdentifier[]; 

} CVM_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to a CVM interface. 
GPRE_HANDLE 

typedef unsigned short GPRE_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to a GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
SERVICE_HANDLE 

typedef unsigned short SERVICE_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to the services interface of a Global Services Application. 

 

unsigned char getCardContentState(void) 

Function Summary 
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This function returns the Life Cycle State of the current Application. 
unsigned char getCardState(void) 

This function returns the Life Cycle State for the card. 
CVM_HANDLE *getCVM(unsigned char ucCVMIdentifier) 

This function returns a handle to a CVM Application. 
GPRE_HANDLE getRegistryEntry(const AID *reqAID) 

This function returns a handle to a GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
AID *getService(const AID *serverAID, unsigned short usServiceName) 

This function returns the AID of a Global Services Application. 
bool lockCard(void); 

This function locks the card. 
bool registerApplication(const AID *pSDIdentifier); 

This function registers a MEL Application with the Card Manager. 
bool setATRHistBytes(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned char ucLength); 

This function sets the historical bytes, for contact cards according to ISO/IEC 7816-4 and for Type A 
contactless cards according to ISO/IEC 14443-3. 
bool setCardContentState(unsigned char ucState); 

This function sets the Application specific Life Cycle State of the current Application. 
bool terminateCard(void); 

This function terminates the card. 

 

APPLICATION_INSTALLED 

Constant Detail 

#define APPLICATION_INSTALLED 0x03 

The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of INSTALLED. 

Note: 

• The Life Cycle State INSTALLED could be indicated along with another Application specific Life 
Cycle State e.g. a value of '07' indicates that the Application has been made selectable. 

APPLICATION_LOCKED 

#define APPLICATION_LOCKED 0x80 

The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of LOCKED. 
APPLICATION_UNLOCKED 

#define APPLICATION_UNLOCKED 0x7F 

The current Application is in its previous State. 
APPLICATION_SELECTABLE 

#define APPLICATION_SELECTABLE 0x07 
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The current Application is in the Life Cycle State of SELECTABLE. 

Note: 

• The Life Cycle State SELECTABLE could be indicated along with another Application specific Life 
Cycle State. 

SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZED 

#define SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZED 0x0F 

The current Security Domain is in the Life Cycle State of PERSONALIZED. 
CARD_OP_READY 

#define CARD_OP_READY 0x01 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of OP_READY. 
CARD_INITIALIZED 

#define CARD_INITIALIZED 0x07 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of CARD_INITIALIZED. 
CARD_SECURED 

#define CARD_SECURED 0x0F 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of CARD_SECURED. 
CARD_LOCKED 

#define CARD_LOCKED 0x7F 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of CARD_LOCKED. 
CARD_TERMINATED 

#define CARD_TERMINATED 0xFF 

The card is in the Life Cycle State of TERMINATED. 
CVM_GLOBAL_PIN 

#define CVM_GLOBAL_PIN 0x11 

Indicates that the CVM interface required is a global PIN. 
#define FAMILY_SECURE_CHANNEL 0x81 

Indicates the family of the Secure Channel Global Service Identifier. 
#define FAMILY_CVM 0x82 

Indicates the family of the CVM Global Service Identifier. 
#define FAMILY_USSM 0xA0 

Indicates the family of the USSM Global Service Identifier. 
#define FAMILY_SERVICE_IDENTIFIER 0x80 

Indicates the family of the Secure Channel Global Service Identifier. 
#define SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZED 0x0F 

The current Security Domain is in the Life Cycle State of PERSONALIZED. 
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AID 

Type Detail 

typedef struct tagAID { 

unsigned char ApplicationIdentifierLength; 

char  ApplicationIdentifier[]; 

} AID; 

This type represents an ISO/IEC 7816-4 AID. 
CVM_HANDLE 

typedef struct tagCVM_HANDLE { 

unsigned char CVMIdentifierLength; 

char  CVMIdentifier[]; 

} CVM_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to a CVM interface. 
GPRE_HANDLE 

typedef unsigned short GPRE_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to a GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
SERVICE_HANDLE 

typedef unsigned short SERVICE_HANDLE; 

This type represents a handle to the services interface of a Global Services Application. 

 

getCardContentState 

Function Detail 

unsigned char getCardContentState(void); 

This function returns the Life Cycle State of the current Application. 

Note: 

• The OPEN locates the entry of the current Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry and 
retrieves the Life Cycle State. 

Returns: 

The Life Cycle State of the current Application. 

See Also: 

APPLICATION_INSTALLED, APPLICATION_SELECTABLE, APPLICATION_LOCKED, 
SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZED 

getCardState 

unsigned char getCardState(void); 

This function returns the Life Cycle State for the card. 

Returns: 
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The Life Cycle State of the card. 

See Also: 

CARD_OP_READY, CARD_INITIALIZED, CARD_SECURED, CARD_LOCKED, CARD_TERMINATED 

getCVM 

CVM_HANDLE *getCVM(unsigned char ucCVMIdentifier) 

This function returns a handle to a CVM Application. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN searches the GlobalPlatform Registry for the CVM Application that has the Global 
Service privilege and is either: 

- Uniquely registered with service family FAMILY_CVM and service identifier 
ucCVMIdentifier; or 

- Registered for the entire service family FAMILY_CVM. 

• If the search is successful then the OPEN invokes the getServiceInterface() function of the 
CVM Application the with the following parameters: 

- hClientRegistryEntry set to identify the GlobalPlatform Registry entry of the the 
requesting on-card entity; 

- sServiceName with first byte set to FAMILY_CVM (indicating the CVM family)  and second 
byte set to ucCVMIdentifier; 

- usOffset and usLength set to zero. 

• If the search and the invocation of the getServiceInterface() function are successful then 
the OPEN returns the AID of the corresponding CVM Application as a handle.  If either is 
unsuccessful then the OPEN returns NULL. 

Parameters: 

ucCVMIdentifier - Identifies the required CVM interface. 

Returns: 

The handle to the required CVM Application or NULL if there is no matching CVM Application. 

See Also: 

CVM_GLOBAL_PIN 

getRegistryEntry 

GPRE_HANDLE getRegistryEntry(const AID *reqAID); 

This function allows an Application (e.g. a CVM) to access the GlobalPlatform Registry entry of another 
Application. If no AID is input, this function provides the GlobalPlatform Registry entry of the requesting 
Application. It returns a handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN verifies that the requesting Application has the Global Registry privilege, or is the 
Security Domain associated to the Application being investigated, or is the investigated 
Application itself. 

Parameters: 
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reqAID - The AID of the investigated Application, or NULL. 

Returns: 

The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry corresponding to the input AID, or NULL if there 
is no Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry that corresponds to the input AID or if the 
requesting Application is not authorized to access the corresponding GlobalPlatform Registry 
entry. 

getService 

AID *getService(const AID *serverAID, unsigned short usServiceName); 

This function returns the AID of a Global Services Application. 

Notes: 

• The serverAID parameter is optional: if not known by the requesting on-card entity then it is set 
to NULL; 

• The usServiceName parameter is mandatory. When serverAID is NULL the OPEN searches 
the GlobalPlatform Registry for the Global Services Application corresponding to either the 
unique service usServiceName or to this entire service family. When serverAID is not NULL 
the OPEN searches the GlobalPlatform Registry for a Global Services Application serverAID 
where usServiceName either: 

- Matches exactly with a service name recorded for the Global Services Application 
serverAID; or 

- Corresponds to an entire service family recorded for the Global Services Application 
serverAID. 

• If the search is successful then the OPEN returns the AID of the corresponding Global Services 
Application.  If the search is unsuccessful then the OPEN returns NULL. 

Parameters: 

serverAID - The requested Global Services Application AID. 

usServiceName - The requested service name. 

Returns: 

The AID of the Global Services Application or NULL if there is no matching Global Services 
Application. 

lockCard 

bool lockCard(void); 

This function locks the card. 

Note: 

• The OPEN locates the entry of the current Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry and verifies 
that the Application has the Card Lock privilege. 

Returns: 

true if card locked, false otherwise. 

terminateCard 

bool terminateCard(void); 
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This function terminates the card. 

Note: 

• The OPEN locates the entry of the current Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry and verifies 
that the Application has the Card Terminate privilege. 

Returns: 

true if card terminated, false otherwise. 

setATRHistBytes 

bool setATRHistBytes(unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned char ucLength); 

This function sets the historical bytes, for contact cards according to ISO/IEC 7816-4 and for Type A 
contactless cards according to ISO/IEC 14443-3. The sequence of bytes will be visible on a subsequent 
power-up or reset. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN locates the entry of the current Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry and verifies 
that the Application has the Card Reset privilege for the current card interface; 

• The OPEN is responsible for synchronizing the length of historical bytes in Format Character T0 
of the ATR. 

Parameters: 

usOffset - Offset of the historical bytes within the MULTOS Public memory segment. 

ucLength - The number of historical bytes. 

Returns: 

true if historical bytes set, false if the Application does not have the required privilege. 

setCardContentState 

bool setCardContentState(unsigned char ucState); 

This function sets the Application specific Life Cycle State of the current Application. Application specific 
Life Cycle States range from '07' to '80' as long as the three low order bits are set. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN shall reject any transition request to the Life Cycle States INSTALLED; 

• The OPEN shall reject any transition request from the Life Cycle State LOCKED; 

• The OPEN locates the entry of the current Application in the GlobalPlatform Registry and 
modifies the value of the Life Cycle State. 

Parameters: 

ucState - The Application specific state. 

Returns: 

true if the operation is successful, false otherwise. 

See Also: 

SECURITY_DOMAIN_PERSONALIZE, APPLICATION_LOCKED 

registerApplication 
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bool registerApplication(const AID *pSDIdentifier); 

This function registers a MEL Application with the Card Manager. 

Note: 

• An Application should invoke the registerApplication() function prior to invoking any other 
Card Manager functions. An Application need only invoke the registerApplication() 
function once during its Life Cycle; 

• Unless and until an Application invokes the registerApplication() function the Card 
Manager will assume that the Application is associated with the Issuer Security Domain and does 
not have the Card Reset privilege. 

Parameters: 

pSDIdentifier - Identifies the Security Domain associated with the Application. 

Returns: 

true if the Application was registered successfully, false otherwise. 

2.2.3.5.4 CVM 

This defines the interface of a Global Services Application implementing one or more Cardholder 
Verification Methods. This module offers basic Cardholder Verification Method services (e.g. CVM 
verification, CVM state interrogation) to any of the Applications present on the card, while some of the 
services (e.g. unblock CVM, change CVM value) are restricted to Applications with the privilege to 
change the CVM values. Prior to using this interface, an Application is required to obtain a handle to the 
CVM services. 

 

#define CVM_FAILURE -1 

Constant Summary 

The CVM value comparison failed. 

#define CVM_SUCCESS 0 

The CVM value comparison was successful. 
#define FORMAT_ASCII 0x01 

The CVM value is formatted as ASCII bytes. 

#define FORMAT_BCD 0x02 

The CVM value is formatted as numerical digits, coded on a nibble (four bits) and left justified. 
#define FORMAT_HEX 0x03 

The CVM value is formatted as hexadecimal (binary) data. 

 

bool blockState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

Function Summary 

This function sets the state of the CVM to BLOCKED. 
unsigned char getTriesRemaining(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 
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This function returns the number of tries remaining for the CVM. 
bool isActive(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether the CVM is present and activated. 
bool isBlocked(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether the CVM is currently BLOCKED. 
bool isSubmitted(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether an attempt has been made to compare the CVM value. 
bool isVerified(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether a successful comparison of the CVM value has occurred (CVM state of 
VALIDATED). 
bool resetState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function resets the state of the CVM to ACTIVE. 
bool resetAndUnblockState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function resets the state of the CVM from BLOCKED to ACTIVE. 
bool setTryLimit(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned char ucTryLimit); 

This function sets the maximum number of tries for the CVM. 
bool update(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned char[] ucaBuffer, unsigned short 
int usOffset, unsigned char ucLength, unsigned char ucFormat); 

This function changes the value of the CVM. 
unsigned short int verify(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned short int 
usOffset, unsigned char ucLength, unsigned char ucFormat); 

This function compares the CVM value with the value passed as a parameter. 

 

CVM_FAILURE 

Constant Detail 

#define CVM_FAILURE -1 

The CVM value comparison failed. 
CVM_SUCCESS 

#define CVM_SUCCESS 0 

The CVM value comparison was successful. 
FORMAT_ASCII 

#define FORMAT_ASCII 0x01 

The CVM value is formatted as ASCII bytes. 

Note: 

• If the CVM value is stored in a format other than ASCII, it is the responsibility of the interface to 
convert to the expected format. 

FORMAT_BCD 
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#define FORMAT_BCD 0x02 

The CVM value is formatted as numerical digits, coded on a nibble (four bits) and left justified. 

Note: 

• If the CVM value is stored in a format other than BCD, it is the responsibility of the interface to 
convert to the expected format; 

• If the length of the CVM value is uneven, the right most nibble of the CVM value shall be high 
values ('F'). 

FORMAT_HEX 

#define FORMAT_HEX 0x03 

The CVM value is formatted as hexadecimal (binary) data. 

Note: 

• If the CVM value is stored in a format other than HEX, it is the responsibility of the interface to 
convert to the expected format. 

 

isActive 

Function Detail 

bool isActive(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM) 

This function indicates whether the CVM is present and activated. If active the CVM could be in any one 
of the following states: ACTIVE, INVALID_SUBMISSION, VALIDATED or BLOCKED. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state is either ACTIVE, INVALID_SUBMISSION, VALIDATED or BLOCKED, 
false otherwise). 

isSubmitted 

bool isSubmitted(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether an attempt has been made to compare the CVM value. 

Note: 

• This function does not differentiate whether the CVM value has been successfully verified or not 
i.e. CVM states of VALIDATED or INVALID_SUBMISSION. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state is (at least) INVALID_SUBMISSION, false otherwise. 

isVerified 

bool isVerified(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 
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This function indicates whether a successful comparison of the CVM value has occurred (CVM state of 
VALIDATED). 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state is VALIDATED, false otherwise. 

isBlocked 

bool isBlocked(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function indicates whether the CVM is currently BLOCKED. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state is BLOCKED, false otherwise. 

getTriesRemaining 

unsigned char getTriesRemaining(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM) 

This function returns the number of tries remaining for the CVM. This indicates the number of times the 
CVM value can be incorrectly presented prior to the CVM reaching the state of BLOCKED. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

Tries remaining. 
update 

bool update(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned short int usOffset, unsigned 
char ucLength, unsigned char ucFormat) 

This function changes the content of the CVM value. 

Notes: 

• The CVM Application verifies that the client Application has the CVM Management privilege; 

• The client Application is responsible for specifying the format of the CVM value; 

• The CVM Retry Counter is reset when changing the CVM value; 

• The CVM state is reset to ACTIVE when changing the CVM value; 

• Data presented always replaces the previous data regardless of its format or length. The CVM 
shall remember the format, length, and value of the CVM data. The CVM may (or may not) do 
editing checks on the data and reject the CVM update if the data fails the editing checks (e.g. 
reject data that is presented as BCD that is not numerical). 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

usOffset - The offset of the CVM value within the MULTOS Public memory segment. 
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ucLength - The length of the CVM value. 

ucFormat - The format of the CVM value. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM value was changed, false otherwise. 

resetState 

bool resetState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function resets the state of the CVM to ACTIVE. 

Notes: 

• The state of the CVM can only be set to ACTIVE from the states INVALID_SUBMISSION or 
VALIDATED; 

• The state of the CVM cannot be set to ACTIVE from the state BLOCKED. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state was reset, false otherwise. 

blockState 

bool blockState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function sets the state of the CVM to BLOCKED. 

Note: 

• The CVM Application verifies that the client Application has the CVM Management privilege. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state was set to BLOCKED, false otherwise. 

resetAndUnblockState 

bool resetAndUnblockState(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM); 

This function resets the state of the CVM from BLOCKED to ACTIVE. 

Notes: 

• The CVM Application verifies that the client Application has the CVM Management privilege; 

• The CVM Retry Counter is reset when unblocking the CVM. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

Returns: 

true if the CVM state was reset to ACTIVE, false otherwise. 

setTryLimit 
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bool setTryLimit(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned char ucTryLimit) 

This function sets the Retry Limit for the CVM. 

Notes: 

• The CVM Application verifies that the client Application has the CVM Management privilege; 

• The CVM Retry Counter is reset when setting the maximum number of tries; 

• The CVM state is reset to ACTIVE when setting the maximum number of tries. 

Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

ucTryLimit - The Retry Limit for the CVM. 

Returns: 

true if the Retry Limit was set, false otherwise. 

verify 

unsigned short int verify(const CVM_HANDLE *hCVM, unsigned short int 
usOffset, unsigned char ucLength, unsigned char ucFormat) 

This function compares the stored CVM value with the CVM value passed as a parameter. 

Notes: 

• If the value passed as a parameter is not in the same format as the CVM is stored, the value 
passed as a parameter must be converted prior to comparing; 

• If HEX format is presented for CVM verification and ASCII or BCD format was used for updating 
the CVM value, the comparison fails; 

• If HEX format is presented for CVM verification and HEX format was used for updating the CVM 
value, the comparison succeeds when the length and the data value match exactly; 

• If BCD or ASCII format is presented for CVM verification and HEX format was used for updating 
the CVM value, the comparison fails; 

• If ASCII format is presented for CVM verification and BCD format was used for updating the CVM 
value, the comparison fails if the ASCII characters presented for verification are not all numerical 
(zero to nine). If all the ASCII characters are numerical, format conversion occurs and the 
comparison succeeds when the length and the data value match exactly; 

• If BCD format is presented for CVM verification and ASCII format was used for updating the CVM 
value, the comparison fails if the CVM value contains non-numerical ASCII characters. If the CVM 
value contains only numerical ASCII characters, format conversion occurs and the comparison 
succeeds when the length and the data value match exactly; 

• If the comparison is successful, the Retry Counter must be reset and the CVM state must be set 
to VALIDATED; 

• If the comparison is unsuccessful, the Retry Counter must be updated and the CVM state must 
be set to INVALID_SUBMISSION; 

• The Retry Counter object and the CVM states VALIDATED and INVALID_SUBMISSION shall not 
conform to a transaction in progress, i.e. they shall not revert to a previous value if a transaction 
in progress is aborted; 

• If the maximum number of tries has been reached, the CVM state must be set to BLOCKED. 
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Parameters: 

hCVM - The handle to the CVM services. 

usOffset – The offset of the CVM value within the MULTOS Public memory segment. 

ucLength - The length of the CVM value. 

ucFormat - The format of the CVM value. 

Returns: 

Value indicating whether the comparison was successful or not. Values other than CVM_SUCCESS 
or CVM_FAILURE are Reserved for Future Use. 

2.2.3.5.5 GPRegistryEntry 

#define PRIVILEGE_AUTHORIZED_MANAGEMENT 0x09 

Constant Summary 

Privilege number for Authorized Management. 
#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_LOCK 0x03 

Privilege number for Card Lock. 
#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_RESET 0x05 

Privilege number for Card Reset. 
#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_TERMINATE 0x04 

Privilege number for Card Terminate. 
#define PRIVILEGE_CVM_MANAGEMENT 0x06 

Privilege number for CVM Management. 
#define PRIVILEGE_DAP_VERIFICATION 0x01 

Privilege number for DAP Verification. 
#define PRIVILEGE_DELEGATED_MANAGEMENT 0x02 

Privilege number for Delegated Management. 
#define PRIVILEGE_FINAL_APPLICATION 0x0E 

Privilege number for Final Application. 
#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_DELETE 0x0B 

Privilege number for Global Delete. 
#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_LOCK 0x0C 

Privilege number for Global Lock. 
#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_REGISTRY 0x0D 

Privilege number for Global Registry. 
#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_SERVICE 0x0F 

Privilege number for Global Service. 
#define PRIVILEGE_MANDATED_DAP 0x07 
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Privilege number for Mandated DAP verification. 
#define PRIVILEGE_RECEIPT_GENERATION 0x10 

Privilege number for Receipt Generation. 
#define PRIVILEGE_SECURITY_DOMAIN  0x00 

Privilege number for application is a Security Domain. 
#define PRIVILEGE_TOKEN_VERIFICATION 0x0A 

Privilege number for Token Verification. 
#define PRIVILEGE_TRUSTED_PATH 0x08 

Privilege number for Trusted Path. 

 

void deregisterService(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned short int usServiceName); 

Function Summary 

This function deregisters a service name. 
AID *getAID(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE); 

This function provides the AID of the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
unsigned short int getPrivileges(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE,unsigned char *ucBuffer, 
unsigned short int usOffset); 

This function retrieves the Privileges for the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
unsigned char getState(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE); 

This function retrieves the Life Cycle State for the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
bool isAssociated(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, const AID *SDAID); 

This function checks the association between an Application and a Security Domain. 
bool isPrivileged(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned char ucPrivilege); 

This function checks the privilege of an Application. 
void registerService(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned short int usServiceName); 

This function registers a unique service name. 
boolean setState(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned char ucState); 

This method sets the Life Cycle state of an Application. 

 

PRIVILEGE_AUTHORIZED_MANAGEMENT 

Constant Detail 

#define PRIVILEGE_AUTHORIZED_MANAGEMENT 0x09 

Privilege number for Authorized Management. 
PRIVILEGE_CARD_LOCK 

#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_LOCK 0x03 

Privilege number for Card Lock. 
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PRIVILEGE_CARD_RESET 

#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_RESET 0x05 

Privilege number for Card Reset. 
PRIVILEGE_CARD_TERMINATE 

#define PRIVILEGE_CARD_TERMINATE 0x04 

Privilege number for Card Terminate. 
PRIVILEGE_CVM_MANAGEMENT 

#define PRIVILEGE_CVM_MANAGEMENT 0x06 

Privilege number for CVM Management. 
PRIVILEGE_DAP_VERIFICATION 

#define PRIVILEGE_DAP_VERIFICATION 0x01 

Privilege number for DAP Verification. 
PRIVILEGE_DELEGATED_MANAGEMENT 

#define PRIVILEGE_DELEGATED_MANAGEMENT 0x02 

Privilege number for Delegated Management. 
PRIVILEGE_FINAL_APPLICATION 

#define PRIVILEGE_FINAL_APPLICATION 0x0E 

Privilege number for Final Application. 
PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_DELETE 

#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_DELETE 0x0B 

Privilege number for Global Delete. 
PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_LOCK 

#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_LOCK 0x0C 

Privilege number for Global Lock. 
PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_REGISTRY 

#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_REGISTRY 0x0D 

Privilege number for Global Registry. 
PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_SERVICE 

#define PRIVILEGE_GLOBAL_SERVICE 0x0F 

Privilege number for Global Service. 
PRIVILEGE_MANDATED_DAP 

#define PRIVILEGE_MANDATED_DAP 0x07 

Privilege number for Mandated DAP verification. 
PRIVILEGE_RECEIPT_GENERATION 

#define PRIVILEGE_RECEIPT_GENERATION 0x10 
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Privilege number for Receipt Generation. 
PRIVILEGE_SECURITY_DOMAIN   

#define PRIVILEGE_SECURITY_DOMAIN  0x00 

Privilege number for application is a Security Domain. 
PRIVILEGE_TOKEN_VERIFICATION 

#define PRIVILEGE_TOKEN_VERIFICATION 0x0A 

Privilege number for Token Verification. 
PRIVILEGE_TRUSTED_PATH 

#define PRIVILEGE_TRUSTED_PATH 0x08 

Privilege number for Trusted Path. 

 

deregisterService 

Function Detail 

void deregisterService(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned short int usServiceName); 

This function allows a Global Services Application (e.g. a CVM Application) to deregister a service name. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN checks that the requesting on-card entity has the Global Service Privilege and is 
associated with this registry entry; 

• The OPEN checks that the service name is registered as unique for the requesting on-card entity. 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

usServiceName - The unique service name to deregister. 

SCode(): 

May return the following status code: 

• SW_CONDITIONS_NOT_SATISFIED 
getAID 

AID *getAID(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE); 

This function returns the Application's AID registered in the current GlobalPlatform Registry’s entry. 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

Returns: 

The Application’s AID. 
getPrivileges 

unsigned short int getPrivileges(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned char *ucBuffer, 
unsigned short int usOffset); 

This function returns all the Privileges bytes registered in the current GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 
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Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

ucBuffer - The byte array where Privileges bytes are to be stored. 

usOffset - The offset in ucBuffer at which to begin the Privileges bytes. 

Returns: 

The offset in ucBuffer + Length of the Privileges where the Privileges bytes end. 

getState 

unsigned char getState(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE); 

This function returns the Life Cycle State registered in the current GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

Returns: 

The Life Cycle State as defined in section 11.1.1 of GP22[0]. 
isAssociated 

bool isAssociated(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, const AID *SDAID); 

This function verifies wether the Application whose AID is provided in the input parameters is the Security 
Domain associated with the entity whose Global Platform Registry entry is provided in the input 
parameters.  

Notes: 

• The OPEN determines if SDAID is registered in the current GlobalPlatform Registry's entry as the 
associated Security Domain. 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

SDAID - The AID object of the investigated Security Domain. 

Returns: 

true  if the GlobalPlatform Registry references an association with the Security Domain, false 
 otherwise 

isPrivileged 

bool isPrivileged(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned char ucPrivilege); 

This function allows an Application (e.g. a CVM Application) to verify if a given Privilege is registered in 
the current GlobalPlatform Registry entry of an Application (e.g. check the CVM Management privilege of 
another Application invoking the CVM.update() function). 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

ucPrivilege - The privilege number to verify, as defined in Table 6-1 of GP22[0]. 
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Returns: 

true if at least the referenced Privilege is registered in the GlobalPlatform Registry entry, false 
if the referenced Privilege is not registered in the GP Registry entry. 

registerService 

void registerService(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned short int usServiceName); 

This function allows a Global Services Application (e.g. a CVM Application) to register a unique service 
name. 

Notes: 

• The OPEN checks that the requesting on-card entity has the Global Service Privilege and is 
associated with the current GlobalPlatform Registry entry; 

• The OPEN checks that the requested service name matches with (one of) the Service 
Parameter(s) recorded in the current GlobalPlatform Registry entry; 

• The OPEN checks that the service name is not already registered as unique by any other entry in 
the GlobalPlatform Registry. 

Parameters: 

hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry. 

usServiceName - The unique service name to register. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes (other security mechanism related status codes may 
be returned): 

• SW_CONDITIONS_NOT_SATISFIED 

setState 
 

bool setState(GPRE_HANDLE hGPRE, unsigned char ucState)  

This method allows the Life Cycle state of this GPRegistryEntry to be transitioned to the requested target 
state. 

 
Notes: 

• A  transition request to the Life Cycle State INSTALLED shall be rejected; 

• A transition request to Life Cycle state other than APPLICATION_LOCKED and 
APPLICATION_UNLOCKED shall be accepted only if the invoking Application corresponds to this 
GPRegistryEntry; 

• An Application shall be able to lock and shall not be able to unlock itself; 

• Only an Application with Global Lock privilege or the directly or indirectly associated Security 
Domain of this GPRegistryEntry shall be able to lock or unlock this GPRegistry Entry; 

• This method shall fail if this GPRegistryEntry corresponds to the Issuer Security Domain. 

 
Parameters: 
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hGPRE - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry Entry 

ucState - the target state for this GlobalPlatform Registry Entry 

Returns: 

true  if the transition is successful, or 

false  otherwise. 

2.2.3.5.6 GlobalService 

This defines the interface for requesting a Global Services Application to provide its actual service 
interface. The Global Services Application uses this interface to check the validity of the request 
presented by an on-card entity. 

 

#define KEY_ACCESS_ANY -1 

Constant Summary 

Key access indicating key may be used by the Security Domain and any associated application. 
#define KEY_ACCESS_SECURITY_DOMAIN 0x01 

Key access indicating key may be used by the Security Domain but not by any associated application.  
#define KEY_ACCESS_APPLICATION 0x02 

Key access indicating key may be used by any associated application but not by the Security Domain. 
#define KEY_TYPE_AES 0x88 

Key type indicating AES.  
#define KEY_TYPE_3DES 0x81 

Key type indicating Triple DES reserved for specific implementations. 
#define KEY_TYPE_3DES_CBC 0x82  

Key type indicating Triple DES in CBC mode. 
#define KEY_TYPE_DES 0x80 

Key type indicating DES with ECB/CBC implicitly known. 
#define KEY_TYPE_DES_CBC 0x84 

Key type indicating DES in CBC mode. 
#define KEY_TYPE_DES_ECB 0x83 

Key type indicating DES in ECB mode. 
#define KEY_TYPE_EXTENDED 0xFF 

Key type indicating extended key format. 
#define KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1 0x90 

Key type indicating HMAC SHA1, length of HMAC implicitly known. 
#define KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1_160 0x91 

Key type indicating HMAC SHA1, length of HMAC is 160 bits. 
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#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_P 0xA4 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder p component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_PQ 0xA6 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder pq component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_Q 0xA5 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder q component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DP1 0xA7 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dp1 component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 0xA8 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dq1 component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 0xA8 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dq1 component. 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_EXPONENT 0xA3 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key exponent . 
#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_MODULUS 0xA2 

Key type indicating RSA Public Key modulus. 
#define KEY_USAGE_COMPUTATION_DECIPHERMENT 0x40 

Key usage indicating computation and decipherment. 
#define KEY_USAGE_CONFIDENTIALITY 0x08 

Key usage indicating sensitive data confidentiality . 
#define KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_AUTHORIZATION 0x01 

Key usage indicating cryptographic authorization. 
#define KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_CHECKSUM 0x04 

Key usage indicating cryptographic checksum e.g. MAC. 
#define KEY_USAGE_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE 0x02 

Key usage indicating Digital Signature. 
#define KEY_USAGE_SM_COMMAND 0x10 

Key usage indicating Secure Messaging in command data field. 
#define KEY_USAGE_SM_RESPONSE 0x20 

Key usage indicating Secure Messaging in response data field. 
#define KEY_USAGE_VERIFICATION_ENCIPHERMENT 0x80 

Key usage indicating verification and encipherment. 

 

SERVICE_HANDLE getServiceInterface(GPRE_HANDLE hClientRegistryEntry, unsigned 
short usServiceName, unsigned short usOffset, unsigned short usLength); 

Function Summary 
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This function returns a handle to the requested service interface. 

 

KEY_ACCESS_ANY   

Constant Detail 

#define KEY_ACCESS_ANY -1 

Key access indicating key may be used by the Security Domain and any associated application. 
KEY_ACCESS_SECURITY_DOMAIN   

#define KEY_ACCESS_SECURITY_DOMAIN 0x01 

Key access indicating key may be used by the Security Domain but not by any associated application .  
KEY_ACCESS_APPLICATION   

#define KEY_ACCESS_APPLICATION 0x02 

Key access indicating key may be used by any associated application but not by the Security Domain. 
KEY_TYPE_AES   

#define KEY_TYPE_AES 0x88 

Key type indicating AES.  
KEY_TYPE_3DES   

#define KEY_TYPE_3DES 0x81 

Key type indicating Triple DES reserved for specific implementations. 
KEY_TYPE_3DES_CBC 

#define KEY_TYPE_3DES_CBC 0x82  

Key type indicating Triple DES in CBC mode. 
KEY_TYPE_DES   

#define KEY_TYPE_DES 0x80 

Key type indicating DES with ECB/CBC implicitly known. 
KEY_TYPE_DES_CBC 

#define KEY_TYPE_DES_CBC 0x84 

Key type indicating DES in CBC mode. 
KEY_TYPE_DES_ECB 

#define KEY_TYPE_DES_ECB 0x83 

Key type indicating DES in ECB mode. 
KEY_TYPE_EXTENDED 

#define KEY_TYPE_EXTENDED 0xFF 

Key type indicating extended key format. 
KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1 

#define KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1 0x90 
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Key type indicating HMAC SHA1, length of HMAC implicitly known. 
KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1_160 

#define KEY_TYPE_HMAC_SHA1_160 0x91 

Key type indicating HMAC SHA1, length of HMAC is 160 bits. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_P 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_P 0xA4 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder p component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_PQ 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_PQ 0xA6 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder pq component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_Q 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_Q 0xA5 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder pq component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DP1 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DP1 0xA7 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dp1 component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 0xA8 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dq1 component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_CRT_DQ1 0xA8 

Key type indicating RSA Private Key Chinese Remainder dq1 component. 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_EXPONENT 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_EXPONENT 0xA3 

Key type indicating RSA Public Key exponent . 
KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_MODULUS 

#define KEY_TYPE_RSA_PRIVATE_MODULUS 0xA2 

Key type indicating RSA Public Key modulus. 
KEY_USAGE_COMPUTATION_DECIPHERMENT 

#define KEY_USAGE_COMPUTATION_DECIPHERMENT 0x40 

Key usage indicating computation and decipherment. 
KEY_USAGE_CONFIDENTIALITY 

#define KEY_USAGE_CONFIDENTIALITY 0x08 

Key usage indicating sensitive data confidentiality . 
KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_AUTHORIZATION 
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#define KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_AUTHORIZATION 0x01 

Key usage indicating cryptographic authorization. 
KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_CHECKSUM 

#define KEY_USAGE_CRYPTOGRAPHIC_CHECKSUM 0x04 

Key usage indicating cryptographic checksum e.g. MAC. 
KEY_USAGE_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE 

#define KEY_USAGE_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE 0x02 

Key usage indicating Digital Signature. 
KEY_USAGE_SM_COMMAND 

#define KEY_USAGE_SM_COMMAND 0x10 

Key usage indicating Secure Messaging in command data field. 
KEY_USAGE_SM_RESPONSE 

#define KEY_USAGE_SM_RESPONSE 0x20 

Key usage indicating Secure Messaging in response data field. 
KEY_USAGE_VERIFICATION_ENCIPHERMENT 

#define KEY_USAGE_VERIFICATION_ENCIPHERMENT 0x80 

Key usage indicating verification and encipherment. 

 

getServiceInterface 

Function Detail 

SERVICE_HANDLE getServiceInterface(GPRE_HANDLE hClientRegistryEntry, unsigned 
short usServiceName, unsigned short usOffset, unsigned short usLength); 

This function returns a handle to the requested service interface of a Global Services Application. 

Notes: 

• This function is implemented by each Global Services Application, not by the OPEN.  However, 
the function is specified within this specification in order to allow each Global Services Application 
to present a consistent interface to client applications; 

• Client applications should invoke this function using a similar mechanism to that described in 
section 2.2.2.3, except that the MULTOS Delegate primitive is invoked specifying the AID of the 
Global Services Application instead of the AID of the “Card Manager Services Provider” 
application; 

• The Global Services Application verifies the validity of the request according to its own security 
policies for this usServiceName and based on the identity of the requesting on-card entity and its 
characteristics as registered in the GlobalPlatform Registry entry identified by the handle 
hClientRegistryEntry; 

• The Global Services Application may reject an invalid service request and return NULL. 

Parameters: 
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hClientRegistryEntry - The handle to the GlobalPlatform Registry entry of the requesting 
on-card entity. 

usServiceName - The requested service name. 

usOffset - The offset of the additional parameters of the service request within the MULTOS 
Public memory segment. 

usLength - Length of the additional parameters of the service request. 

Returns: 

The specific service interface reference or NULL. 

SCode(): 

May return one of the following status codes (other security mechanism related status codes may be 
returned): 

• SW_CONDITIONS_NOT_SATISFIED 

• SW_SECURITY_STATUS_NOT_SATISFIED 
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